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Background; Previous reports UFO sightings Ivinghoe Beacon
09. 07.2005; At 7:20 pm Ivinghoe Beacon, Buckinghamshire. U.K. It was a cloudless blue sky, a silver
sphere very high, heading west. Witnessed by a husband and wife for approx twenty seconds, it went
out of view when several high altitude planes were in the vicinity.
15.04.2007; At 5:30pm Just got onto the hill when witnesses saw a silver object about a quarter of a
mile away. They were approached by a man who pointed to it and asked what we thought it was. He
had been watching it for fifteen minutes and it had been overhead at one point. With the naked eye it
seemed to be twisting and turning and then appeared to be thinner and not silver but more just an
outline of something moving about. Through binoculars there was no silver to be seen, it was round and
almost transparent. The shape was rounded and similar to an opened umbrella.
There was a central round area in the middle with spoke like lines coming from the centre. The object
turned and looked thin before becoming round again. When its round shape it had an undulating
movement like a jellyfish. Three witnesses’ all saw the same thing. Looking at it again with the naked
eye it returned to a moving silver shape. It slowly continued to head south.
16.08.2007; At 6:40pm witnesses observed two white spheres that were stationary in the sky that were
close together then one disappeared followed by the other. Both were observed to be higher than two
planes seen in the area.
21:10 Investigation begins
On a bitterly cold evening when you would have thought no one would be mad enough to be up on the
beacon given the bitterly cold conditions. The LPS arrived at Ivinghoe beacon to be confronted by
hundreds of people wandering the top of the hills carrying torches in remembrance of World War one.
Thankfully by the time the team had made it to the top of the hill all of those walkers had gone and
could be seen in the many cars heading down the roads.
The evening was an interesting one with clear skies and a bright moon which actually compounded
viewing of the clear skies due to it being so bright. A large number of aircraft were easily identified
along the flight path along with a number of shooting stars. But strangely no satellites or anything
resembling a UFO was seen.
The team did use a telescope to observe Mars and discovered for future reference some new methods
needed for future UFO investigations. After some hours on the Beacon and due to the intense cold the
team made its way down the hill treading on frozen grass in the nearby fields and woodlands as they
did so.
23:15 Investigation ends due to the intense cold.
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